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where we could review the Public Information Webinar meeting on the facility, the proposed license
changes, and other documents. Previous public comments and complaints were not listed. No
telephone number for further questions was included on the card or at the website.

Please review the Public Information Webinar meeting! It was shockingly information free.

Our later phone attempts to speak to someone at Metro about the license renewal was met only with
a suggestion that we write to our Metro councilor, because "they are the ones authorized to speak to
the public". So we are writing... and commenting.

Having past involvement with DEQ's Solid Waste and Air Quality Advisory Committees, we are
familiar with DEQ's regulatory responsibility. We are astounded that Metro is duplicating DEQ's
regulatory role. Further, based on the Public Information Webinar recording, Metro is not competent
to waste taxpayer money involving itself in environmental regulation.

The Metro solid waste representative on the Webinar, while earnest and personable, could not
answer any technical questions posed by the public. Could not cite any studies supporting the
proposed reductions, could not even say how many complaints had been submitted to Metro. He
said that the proposed reductions were based on informal, unsanctioned experiments done by their
consultant, Green Mountain and Grimm's last summer. He commented that DEQ was not informed or
involved in those experiments. He could not cite peer reviewed studies supporting the reductions.

Metro's online form for submitting complaints was discussed. The Metro solid waste representative
acknowledged that the online form does not work reliably. He could not provide the questioners with
any information about how many complaints had been received. Nor could he say what, if any,
followup had been done with complaints, or would be in the future.

Shouldn't all complaints have been directed to DEQ's website? Shouldn't pollution control specifics
be left to the DEQ permit? Instead, it appears that Metro has created a make-work black hole to bury
complaints and questions about their decisions, and play at being regulators. Why are our tax
dollars going to duplicative activities with ill-suited staff?

We support Metro's waste reduction and recycling goals, but see this as a failure to partner with
other agencies and an example of ineffective and inefficient administration of our tax dollars.

cc: Via Email

Metro Council
DEQ Solid Waste Division
Governor Kotek
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technical difficulties with an odor reporting form that does not always work, combined with the
disclaimers, technical hurdles, and warnings that Metro staff has added to this form, each of which
would result in a decrease in the number of complaints submitted.

Rather than using odor complaints to monitor air quality, a more scientific approach is needed. We
are asking Metro to install automated air quality monitoring equipment at the fence line and hire an
independent air quality consultant to perform an air quality and odor survey over a period of at least
12 months to take into account all atmospheric conditions. We have a right to know what is in the air
that we are breathing. The health impacts of living downwind from this facility have never been
studied, and it is time to address this issue.

Metro has an obligation to protect the public from both current and future impacts. The bio-cover is
necessary, it is currently working, and it’s removal would be negligent and unjustified.
All the reasons Mr. Grimm listed for his desired changes are completely not taking into
consideration the thousands of people living and working around the facility. He considers the few
extra $$s he is going to make more important than our health and well being

Thank you for your consideration.
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technical difficulties with an odor reporting form that does not always work, combined with the
disclaimers, technical hurdles, and warnings that Metro staff has added to this form, each of which
would result in a decrease in the number of complaints submitted.

Rather than using odor complaints to monitor air quality, a more scientific approach is needed. We
are asking Metro to install automated air quality monitoring equipment at the fence line and hire an
independent air quality consultant to perform an air quality and odor survey over a period of at least
12 months to take into account all atmospheric conditions. We have a right to know what is in the air
that we are breathing. The health impacts of living downwind from this facility have never been
studied, and it is time to address this issue. 

Metro has an obligation to protect the public from both current and future impacts. The bio-cover is
necessary, it is currently working, and it’s removal would be negligent and unjustified. 

It also is unacceptable that the Grimm’s have not been using the cover as Metro recorded during
their July 18, 2022 inspection. That just happens to be the one time they were caught, it’s
concerning how often that could actually be occurring. That safeguard was put into place to protect
neighbors & increase our quality of life. There is no excuse for violating these terms & for loosening
this restriction. I would also implore Metro to do more inspections to ensure they are in compliance. 
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odors are best characterized by the smell of dirt or earth. Don’t believe me? Visit Grimm’s.

In 1974 Grimm’s moved to the furthest limits of the Urban Growth Boundary, near a dairy and Onion
Flats. They started composting in 1982 using the large pile composting method. While it takes a bit
longer, it creates wonderful compost. It did create some odors, but manageable at the levels of
material dropped off, and after all, they were in an agricultural/industrial area. 

Odors were not a problem in this location until the mid-90s when the City of Tualatin approved
residential developments across Hwy 99, directly in the path of the prevailing southerly wind across
the Grimm’s property. 

Additionally, urban growth boundary extensions and increased regulations resulted in the closure of
other local yard debris composters which brought more and more material to the Grimm’s facility.
The large pile static composting grew to be a problem as Grimm’s is the last remaining local facility
to accept yard debris. The next closest facility is in Banks or Milwaukie. 

Grimm’s could not visualize how to upgrade the facility while remaining open to accept the yard
debris from the hundreds of small landscapers and local citizens. Green Mountain Technologies
(GMT) laid out a blueprint to modernize the facility and Grimm’s has been very clear to acknowledge
Metro’s part in contracting with them.

The pile turning event in February 2018 was not Grimm’s choice but scheduled by Metro in adverse
conditions. We all know the result of turning the large pile in inversion conditions. Apparently and
unfortunately, it seems the memory of that event is the only lasting impression in the minds of the
regulators, City of Tualatin, local citizen groups and the news media.

Grimm’s is not the “robber baron” as portrayed by those who want it closed or further restricted. A
search of the internet will bring up the progression of laws that required diversion from landfills and
encouraged composting of green waste. My comments continue after this short quoted section: 
“A shortage of landfill space encouraged the Oregon legislature to pass the Opportunity to Recycle
Act in 1983. The law established solid waste management policies that recognized the
environmental benefits of waste prevention, reuse and recycling. The law also required wastesheds
to have recycling depots and cities with populations over 4,000 to provide monthly curbside
recycling collection service to all garbage service customers.” 
“The 1991 Oregon Recycling Act (SB 66) strengthened and broadened recycling requirements and
added activities to develop markets for recyclable materials. SB 66 set a statewide recovery goal of
50 percent by 2000 and required that DEQ conduct regular waste composition studies and develop a
solid waste management plan. SB 66 also created the first eight recycling program elements. The
1997 Oregon Legislature made changes to some of those elements and added a ninth.” 
“Also in 1997, a coalition of experts developed a strategy to move Oregon's resource recovery
efforts beyond recycling. A resulting program offered local governments a two percent recovery rate
credit for establishing and maintaining programs in waste prevention, reuse and backyard
composting.”
Transition to materials management
“In 2011, DEQ convened a workgroup to help develop a long-term vision and framework for
responsible materials management in Oregon. The Oregon Environmental Quality Commission
adopted the resulting Materials Management in Oregon: 2050 Vision and Framework for Action
(2050 Vision). The 2050 Vision is also Oregon's State Integrated Resource and Solid Waste
Management Plan. The 2050 Vision guides statewide policy for managing materials throughout their
full life cycles, including recovery, reduction, reuse, and recycling.” 
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“In June 2015, the Oregon Legislature passed Senate Bill (SB 263). SB 263 better enables DEQ, local
governments, and Oregonians to make progress under the 2050 Vision. Among other things, SB
263: 
• Raised statewide recovery rates;
• Set statewide material-specific recovery rates for food waste, plastic waste, and carpet waste;
• Made wastesheds' self-determined recovery goals voluntary to give local governments more
flexibility;
• Increased to thirteen the number of recycling program elements available to local governments
(effective Jan. 1, 2018, per rule);
• Amended the expanded education and promotion program element to include a contamination
reduction education aspect (effective Jan. 1, 2018, per rule);
• Increased minimum numbers of recycling program elements required for certain cities based on
their population sizes and distances from Portland (effective Jan. 1, 2018, per rule);
• Added seven waste prevention education and reuse program elements, requiring minimums
ranging from three to five elements depending on cities' populations or location within Metro
(effective Jan. 1, 2018, per rule);
• Allows a local government using a DEQ-approved alternative program the flexibility of meeting
either the lesser of its recovery goal or recovery levels comparable to similar communities (effective
Jan. 1, 2018, per rule);
• Expands statewide the opportunity to recycle to residential and commercial tenants of multi-
tenant properties with collection service (effective July 1, 2022, per statute); and
• Permits DEQ to develop outcome-based recovery goals to measure recovery using methods
besides materials' weight, such as energy savings.
• Revenue to fund DEQ expenses directly related to the proposed rules was anticipated during the
development of Senate Bill 245 (SB 245), which allowed for increases in tipping fees. The legislature
also passed SB 245 in June 2015 as a companion to SB 263.”
GMT over-designed the composting system to protect their reputation and provide a positive result
for Metro. They designed the system at Grimm’s with their prototype air handling system to
guarantee maximum effect by the new process. They also included a backup plan, an excessive level
of bio-cover over the composting zones, to make sure the maximum reduction of composting
odors. Grimm’s was the first facility to receive their prototype “H-Damper” air handler system and
the 4 air handlers have outperformed expectations. The results have been dramatic.

At the time of licensing in 2019, Grimm’s presented Metro article after article concerning “best
practices” for requirements and the use of bio-cover on various methods of composting. Metro
rejected all industry practice and evidence to impose a 12” requirement of bio-cover for political
reasons. 

None of the other remaining composters in the Metro area have license restrictions and
requirements anything like those imposed on Grimm’s. The license requirements on Grimm’s is clear
government overreach.

Metro, it is time to update your thinking to 2023. Acknowledge the improvements in technology and
allow Grimm’s license modification request.

The barrier to entry into the composting business is very high. What legitimate investor would
commit millions to a new facility with license conditions that can be modified or revoked at will?
What investor would commit millions on a non-exclusive basis with no recourse on the issuing
agency, holding the agency harmless from any and all loss, damage, claim or expense with term of
only 5 years? 
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When will Metro extend the license period to a longer time period? 10 years? 15 years? I can imagine
Metro might want to limit a new provider to a shorter period to be sure they can perform but the
Grimm’s have been in the composting business for 42 years. 

With the lack of appreciation from Metro and the ever-increasing regulation, in my opinion, the best
option for Grimm’s Fuel Company is to cease operations, contract with Trammel-Crow to fill their
property with concrete tilt-up buildings, then sit home and collect rents. Who in their right mind
would try to prevail against this ever increasing and arbitrary regulation?

TOO BAD for the hundreds of small vulnerable landscapers trying to make a living. 
TOO BAD for the local citizens maintaining their yards and neighborhoods. 
TOO BAD for Oregon Metro who likes to boast of the levels of material diversion from landfills.
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